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The use of the term “stability” to describe pitch class (pc) use in Western music has been
intermittent, casual, multivalent, and occasionally controversial – in short, anything but stable.
This paper seeks to frame the discussion on stability by constructing a notion of stability space –
a nexus of the time space and pitch space in which stability (and instability) occurs. It will then
explore this space through case studies into various “stabilities” of music by Scriabin and
Schoenberg, using an empirical analytic method based on stability space called the below-n
threshold. In doing so, I hope to show how a relatively primitive conceptualization of the pitch
and time domain can yield results that, when coupled with more conventional analyses, reveal
gradations of pc stability that are not suggested by traditional means of hierarchical
segmentation.
Theoretical Foundations
Multiple stabilities
While there is no clear definition in the literature of pc stability as a general phenomenon,
various related notions of pc stability are used to analyze music from different eras. It is
important to clarify at the outset that, although all of these discussions are bound up with
questions of prolongation, this paper makes no claims about prolongation and will only briefly
discuss its relationship to the below-defined concept of stability space. Rather, by assessing a
variety of scholarship on prolongation, it seeks to distill a ‘lowest common consensus’ on what
stability is.
Larson (1997) builds the most complete operational definition of stability with regards to
the common-practice literature:
To hear a note as unstable means to auralize a more stable pitch to which it tends to
move and a path (usually involving stepwise motion) that would take it there,
displacing its trace. This is a definition of “contextual stability. ” (106)
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Larson later expands the notion of “contextual stability” by showing that its foil, “inherent
stability,” is most often a form of contextual stability. While Larson concedes that certain
psychoacoustic phenomena would be universally recognized as stable, he feels that commonpractice tonality arises from, but is not wedded to, these inherencies. As an example, the slightly
detuned perfect fifth, whose constituent notes belong to a lower fundamental than a tritone with
the same root, is perceived as stable through the context of common-practice conventions and the
equal-tempered chromatic scale.1
Larson then develops a lexicon of “referential collections” in which the musical discourse
stabilizes and destabilizes. This idea transcends the musical surface of a work at any given
moment, encapsulating instead the entire collection of pcs to which a pc (or a pc set) may refer.
In tonal music, prolongations access a wide referential collection (unstable) that will presumably
narrow to a triad, perfect fifth, or tonic scale-degree (stable). Prolongations through different
zones of stability, then, determine consonance and dissonance instead of the latter being an a
priori on which prolongational practices are based.
The prolongational work of Lerdahl (1983 et Jackendoff, 1997, 2001) invests more in the
concept of inherent stability, which he calls “sensory consonance.” He notes that, while
Larson’s conflation of inherent and contextual stability is applicable to certain musics (most
notably post-tonal works), the octave has always retained a modicum of stability regardless of
the musical idiom. Furthermore, one rarely sees a harmonic practice that inverts sensory
consonance such as a language that demanded of the listener the substitution of sevenths for
octaves. Lerdahl qualifies this statement, however, in saying that he places “more emphasis on
the cognitive status of tonal knowledge than does Parncutt (1989), who seeks a direct link
1

Lerdahl (1997) contests this claim for all but the lowest audile range.
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between psychoacoustics and musical organization” (1997, 152). Thus, even in pitch languages
that are significantly indebted to sensory consonance, the contextual norms in which they operate
cannot simply be intuited or anticipated by those lacking a degree of familiarity with that
language.
A definition of “stability” in chromatic and atonal music is more tenuous. Lacking a
tonic or referential collection of pitches against which other collections can sound stable or
unstable, analysts diverge on how pc stability and prolongations can manifest themselves. Straus
notes that the majority of analysts have “tacitly acknowledged that prolongation has revealed and
can reveal little of solid worth about the deeper structural levels of…post-tonal [music] ” (1987, 1).
A reconciliatory approach, favored by Väisälä, is to analyze stability in terms of registration
(1999). While his analysis of Schoenberg’s op. 19/2 shows the potential utility of this method, it
is not entirely different from Larson’s theory of referential collections. In many works of
Debussy, for example, pcs that do not belong to the diatonic referential collection of a root are
registrally distant enough to be approximations of its overtone series, allowing one to classify
them as part of an extended referential collection. The more distinct theory is that of “salience
conditions” as proposed by Lerdahl (2001), which considers qualities in events outside of pitch
class (such as registral placement or metrical weight) to distinguish them as the heads of his
well-formed groups. While these may be appropriate for delimiting musical segments in a clear
hierarchical structure, they are predicated on the idea of a flat pitch space that is not necessarily
tenable. By adopting a different segmentational procedure, such as that which I propose in
subsequent sections, one may be able to discern meaningful pitch-class topographies in various
chromatic and atonal terrains.
Despite the differences between prolongational theories (or lack thereof) in various
musical practices, one sees an emergent consensus that the “stability” of a particular pc can be
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ascertained by considering the relational lattice(s) in which it stable to varying degrees. One
may ask the broader question – what do these relational lattices look like? In asking this, one
moves from the notion of single pc events of varying stability to the notion of stability space: a
temporal field containing pcs whose stability may be assessed.
Constructing the stability space
The formal definition of stability space is best arrived at via a metaphorical extension of
the physical analogies that are ubiquitous in the theoretical literature on pc change and
prolongation. As a brief example, consider the word “gravity” as it is used in a wide array of
scholarship:
•

Schoenberg: On the relationship of a tonic with respect to its subdominant and dominant:
“[It is like] the force of a man hanging by his hands from a beam and exerting his own
force against the force of gravity. He pulls on the beam just as gravity pulls him, and in
the same direction. But the effect is that his force works against the force of gravity, and
so in this way one is justified in speaking of the two opposing forces” (Cherlin 2000,
169).

•

Baroni, Maguire, Drabkin: On the linguistic decomposition of a Bach chorale: “Rules of
transposition, after having established the chorale’s ‘centre of gravity’ (an imaginary line
from which it is not possible to deviate beyond a certain interval), control the conditions
of transposing a phrase to the upper or lower octave if this is necessary for the overall
balance of the piece” (Baroni et al 1983, 190).

•

Arnheim: Summarized by Brower: “We experience musical tones as subject to both a
constant downward pull of gravity, which acts with equal strength at all locations, and a
more variable force of attraction exerted by the tonic” (Brower 2000, 334).
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•

Larson: “I call gravity…the tendency of an unstable note to descend” (Larson 1997, 102).

The terms “magnetism” and “inertia” have also been used to describe tendencies in commonpractice tonality (Larson 1997). Of course, any dialogue on forces presupposes a field in which
these forces act as well as some type of force-exerting object. Stability space seeks to furnish a
basic vocabulary for describing this field (time) and the agent of force (pitch). I define it
formally for work W at time t as the collection of pitch classes ! that comprise the musical
discourse during a time-interval T about t. It is not a pitch set, nor is it a time interval, but rather
it is a Cartesian product of the two.

Example 1
A stability space with T=4 seconds, Π={3,4,6,7}, cardinality(Π)=|Π|=4.2
Considered outside of the prolongational theories from which it arises, the ontological simplicity
of stability space renders it as basic as defining a physical space in terms of a three-dimensional
volume and the matter (if any) that exists within it. This very simplicity is what gives stability
space its analytic power in the case studies to follow: rather than presupposing the forces (and by
extension, zones of stability) that exist in a certain musical work, stability space only concerns
itself with the temporal and pc fields in which these forces manifest themselves.
One important methodological distinction between stability space and more traditional
approaches to segmentation is that nowhere does it require a clear hierarchical division of the
musical surface. In fact, the contrary is true: stability spaces are permitted to intersect, and one
2

Cardinality, a borrowed term from axiomatic set theory, refers to the number of elements in a

set.
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moment necessarily belongs to multiple non-nested stability spaces in both the T and Π domains.
Thus, stability spaces are not necessarily linked to the perceptual and psychological factors from
which Lerdahl and Larson’s theories arise.3 At one extreme, the stability space covering an
entire work will generally contain what Lerdahl identifies as the fundamental basic-space – the
chromatic scale.4 At the other extreme, the stability space of a work at a point in time, or more
precisely time interval dt, can be nothing other than the sonority at that moment. Benjamin calls
this “the state of the piece” (1982, 32). In between, each dt belongs to an infinite amount of
stability spaces in which it may have musical significance.
Stability spaces and prolongational theory
Going back to the idea that stability space is a “container” of forces, one may also use it
to derive a notion of stable instability. More precisely, an area considered ambiguous or unstable
with reference to a collection of competing pcs can have its own larger stability space in which
these conflicting pcs are contained. For example, a transitional passage from tonic to dominant
in the tonal literature such as that in m. 5 of Example 2 contains a pc set with cardinality 8,
whereas the two longest stability spaces consisting of only seven pcs contain the “stable” regions
of I (mm. 1-4) and V (mm. 6-10).

3

That said, the reader will see in subsequent case studies that an appropriate method for

discriminating between stability spaces can often reveal cognitively significant features of works
in addition to more constructive features.
4

I say “generally” because not every work accesses the full chromatic space. In fact, some of

the most interesting analyses arise from works that intentionally omit certain chromatic degrees,
such as the Debussy’s Voiles from the Préludes 1er livre.
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|Π|=7

|Π|=8

|Π|=7

Example 2
Stable and “stably instable” stability spaces in Haydn, HXVI/12, Menuetto, mm. 1105
Stability spaces can also account for prolongations of harmonies that Larson identifies as
“nowhere literally present in the musical surface” (1997, 114). In the example he cites from
Benjamin (1982),6 the I chord is nowhere present as a complete sonority even though it is clearly
being prolonged. The members of the chord are present, however, in the stability space
containing these measures (and, indeed, the stability spaces containing most 1-measure subsets
of this section). Furthermore, Benjamin notes the problem of musical surfaces with no single
prolonged event (e.g. the Baroque sequence). Similar to the previous case, stability spaces give
the analyst a way to talk about pcs in a sequence without necessarily conferring unto any of them
a higher degree of importance.

5

HXVI 12 is considered to be of doubtful authenticity. In using it, I make no assumptions about

Haydn’s style, but rather the more general Classical style to which it clearly belongs.
6

J.S. Bach, French Suite in E, Allemande, mm. 20-28.
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Lastly, stability spaces can be used for prolongational analyses in chromatic and atonal
music. Replacing the idea of a “harmony” with that of a pitch convention, such as the use of pcinvariant hexachordal sets, a comparison of stability spaces containing these hexachords would
show the degree of regularity with which they were deployed in time. These pc sets share all the
qualities of tonally prolonged materials – they can be represented in a reductive analysis, and at a
certain point, they leave a “trace” as defined by Larson (1997). Such a notion acts as a foil to
canonical set theory: if set theoretical analyses seek to associate pc sets through various
transformations and equivalencies, analyses based on stability space are most effective when
restricted to fixed collections of pcs, discerning the degree to which they are present in a given
section of a work. Even though such a practice is not one of Lerdahl’s salience conditions, it
certainly fits with his general definition of prolongation as “hierarchically organized [pc]
collections involving degrees of departure and return” (Lerdahl 1997, 153).
Measurements of stability space
The case studies in this paper do not enumerate the various stability spaces to which a
musical moment belongs, but rather invert the question, asking “If one looks for a certain fixed
type of stability space in a work, where (if anywhere) can one find it?” They also ignore the
individual pcs that comprise a stability space’s Π, focusing instead on the cardinality of that set
(|Π|). While this approach is potentially hazardous in certain types of music, stability spaces
containing Π of fixed cardinality in the sampled works will generally draw from a limited
repertoire of sets. For example, the majority of stability spaces with |Π|=7 in a middle-period
Scriabin work will contain subsets of two diatonic collections related by a chromatic mediant. In
early-atonal Schoenberg, by contrast, one can assume that stability spaces with ! " 7 contain
pc sets comprised mostly of semitonally adjacent subsets.
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Even with these rather severe limitations, one can glean significant numerical results by
carefully choosing the stability spaces in question. For example, two collections of pieces that
have stability spaces with nearly equal T at ! < 10 may diverge radically in T for ! > 10 . One
may also look for works that have a consistent correlation between the T of their stability spaces
and the |Π| of these spaces. In the final analyses, the reader will see that these results do not only
illuminate binary distinctions between works but also show degrees of similarity and difference;
that is, one may use various parameterizations of stability spaces to create a continuum along
which their parent works may be arrayed. Of course, a continuum necessitates a continuous
function (or at least a finely-parsed discrete one), for which I have created the below-n threshold.
Below-n Threshold: Formal Definition
(Note: Those wishing to skip the formal definition may do so and read the informal definition
instead.)
Define a pc map P of a work W as a collection of all its pitch events pi . Each pi is
represented as a double < ! i , " i > . ! i is the event’s duration and ! i = [t1i ,t 2i ] " D " #* where

[t1i ,t 2i ] are the beginning and end points of ! i respectively, D is the duration of W (normalized
to unity), and T* is the time space [0,∞). ! i is the pitch class of the event and ! i "#* , where

!* is the chromatic pitch space {C,..., B} .
Define a stability mesh S of work W as the set of all stability spaces s j =< ! j ," j > such

(

)

that ! j = [t1 j ,t 2 j ] " D and ! j = proj!* [" j # !* ] $ P .
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{

( ) }

Define a ! stability mesh S! = "s j #S | $ * % j = ! where ! j "s j "S as defined above
and ! * is the Lebesgue outer measure. The set of all S! will be indexed S! = {s! }"k =1 .
k

Define m! k = inf("! k ) .
Define a function f : [ 0, D ! " ] # ! taking m! k to !" k where m! "#! k
k

and !" , #" k $s" k $S" % S . This is a function because there is one and only one !" k for
k

each m! k .
Define the below-n threshold of a work Bn as:

% 1 D #!
)
Bn = inf & | $ f (m)dm " n *
(' ! 0
(+
For this study, a related measure called the “normalized below-n threshold” is used in all
of the tables and graphs. This measure takes into account the amount of pitch events in a work
under the assumption that, holding all other parameters constant, the time interval T containing a
given pc set Π with cardinality |Π| is positively correlated with the amount of pitch events in a
work. I define this as ! n =

7

Bn 7
.
P

Dividing by the amount of pitch events in a work goes a way towards “normalizing” without

completely leveling the playing field. For example, the C Major prelude in Bach WTC Book 1
would have categorically lower ! n than its measure-by-measure harmonic reduction in spite of
the similar pc content. Another normalization procedure could involve dividing Bn by the length
of a work, although this would lead to divergent results for two works with the same harmonic
rhythm over different temporal frames. There is no one filter that completely separates the
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Because of the computational difficulty in producing infinitely many s! for infinitely
k

many ! , this study is restricted to integral values of ! "1 and uses finitely many s!

k

(usually on

the order of 102 to 104 depending on the size of the ! ) that are randomly distributed throughout
the work’s time domain (turning Bn into a Riemann sum instead of an integral). Each Riemann

( )

sum is calculated 50 times and averaged, with !n = mean !ni always yielding a 99%
confidence interval that never exceeds ±0.01 for low n and ±0.003 for high n.8
Below-n Threshold: Informal Definition
(Note: For those who have read the formal definition, familiarizing yourself with the music of
Examples 3 and 4 will suffice.)
The informal definition of the below-n threshold will show its step-by-step construction
using Haydn’s Parthia in E Major (HXVI, 13).9 I will then discuss manners in which this
procedure is generalized and systematized for the Scriabin and Schoenberg case studies.

“signal” of Bn from the artifacts of analysis, however, the reader will see that the procedure
generates data that comports with known scholarship about the works in question (e.g. pieces
with similar pitch conventions have similar ! n ), eliminating the need for a different
normalization process in these instances.
8

To see the Bn algorithm in commented Maple code as well as a non-proprietary pseudo-code

version, please visit [XREF]. This site also contains the data sets for the works in the case
studies to follow. Maple is a product of Waterloo Maple Inc.
9

There was a time when this work’s attribution to Haydn was debated. Most scholars agree now

that it is his work, citing claims concerning his authorship in letters from 1803.
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Consider the thirty-measure exposition of Haydn’s Parthia as having unit length in time.
Each measure, then, has a length in time of

1
= 0.033 . The first step in calculating the below-n
30

threshold is counting the amount of pcs present in each measure, which is given in the following
example:

Example 3
Haydn, HXVI/13, Moderato, mm. 1-30 (exposition) in stability spaces of ! = 0.033
This procedure has generated thirty stability spaces that are equal in the time domain
( ! = 0.033 ) with varying cardinalities ( ! ) in the pitch domain ( ! ). The average ! of these
stability spaces is equal to 5.533 .
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What if instead of looking at stability spaces with ! = 0.033 , one instead looked at
stability spaces that were two-measures long, or ! = 0.066 ? This does not require simply
summing the ! of adjacent measures, as there will be overlap. The following example looks at
the pcs present in each of the fifteen redrawn stability spaces, with solid lines representing
divisions between stability spaces and dotted lines representing barlines (with, of course, every
other barline delimiting a stability space). This time, the average ! is equal to 6.66 .

Example 4
Haydn, HXVI/13, Moderato, mm. 1-30 (exposition) in stability spaces of ! = 0.066
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One would imagine that the average ! of a collection of stability spaces rises as a
function of their T size, which is almost always true. Below is a table of the average ! for
stability spaces of increasing T. The first two results are included.
Measures in a stability space

Amount of stability spaces

Average !

1
2
3
5
6
10
15
30

30
15
10
6
5
3
2
1

5.533
6.66
7.10
7.50
8.00
7.66
8.50
9.00

Table 1
Stability spaces and the almost-monotonic increase in average pc-set cardinality
The below-n threshold (hereafter called Bn ) of a work is defined as the inverse stabilityspace T size necessary before the average ! of these stability spaces drops below an arbitrary
value n. Alternatively, one may define the below-n threshold as the degree to which one must
“zoom in” on a work’s time axis before, on average, the musical discourse in the magnified time
span contains less than n pcs. A higher threshold for any given n, therefore, means that one must
use a higher degree of temporal magnification before one begins to see pc sets of cardinality less
than n. In Table 1, the below-seven threshold of HXVI/13 mm. 1-30 lies somewhere between 10
and 15, whereas the below-six threshold of this section lies somewhere between 15 and 30. For
the case studies, I will use a related measure called the normalized below-n threshold ! n , which
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divides Bn by the number of pitch events in the piece/section. This allows one to compare
values across works of varying length and rhythmic activity.10
As an analytic tool, Bn facilitates the description of trends in composers’ utilization of pc
sets with fixed cardinality. This is especially useful for measuring certain well-known shifts in
pc-based compositional technique. For example, it is clear that Schoenberg began using
serialized pc sets of |Π|=12 (namely, the twelve-tone technique) in the 1920s. However, did this
mean that his use of subsets of the dodecaphonic pitch space changed as well? The below-n
threshold gives the analyst a means by this question may be answered and, more generally,
provides a way to measure the effects of changes in pc-based compositional technique across
multiple levels of musical discourse.
In order to align this construction with the formal definition above, certain caveats must
be made. First, there are actually infinitely many stability spaces of temporal size less than a
musical example’s normalized length of 1. Going back to ! = 0.033 , what if in addition to the
barline-delimited stability spaces, one shifted the metric grid to include 29 additional stability
spaces ranging from [m 1.5, m2.5],[m 2.5, m3.5],…,[m 28.5, m 29.5]? The average ! of these
stability spaces (now 59 instead of 30) would be 5.644. According to the definition of stability
space, there is nothing that requires them to align with the beginning of a measure (or even a
beat), nor must a collection of stability spaces be disjoint. Thus, one must not consider the
average of finitely many stability spaces but rather the integral over infinitely many.11 Seeing

10

For a caveat about this procedure, see note 7 in the Formal Definition section.

11

Computationally, this requires a discrete approximation of said integral that I develop in the

Formal Definition section.
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how the initial value did not budge much when the 29 other spaces were added, one may assume
that the initial partition is not too far off from the actual value of the integral. If anything, a
larger collection of stability spaces would attenuate the irregularities that make Table 1 nonmonotonic.
Second, it is important to note that the construction of these measurements is based on
one’s individual interpretation of tempo and expressive markings. The two case studies in this
paper follow these markings as faithfully as possible, creating accelerandi and ritardandi that
comport with the performance practices of the pieces being analyzed. One can imagine that
deviations from these tempo maps, while they may result in the difference between a good and
mediocre performance of a work, will not seriously affect the data.
The equitemporal segmentation method used to generate the below-n threshold is
certainly uncommon with respect to conventional approaches to musical segmentation. In the
section to follow, I will address the question of segmentation by arguing that an infusion of ideas
from music composition and the natural sciences can be used to justify the equitemporality of

Bn ’s stability spaces.
Criteria for Segmentation
“When analysts articulate the rationales for particular segmentations, they open up the possibility
for precise and reasoned intersubjective discourse about how their analytic interpretations differ,
and about ambiguity, richness, and multiplicity of hearings ” (Hanninen 2001, 346).
Hanninen’s taxonomy of segmentational schemes
While there exists a wide array of scholarship on musical segmentation, Hanninen’s
seminal tripartite taxonomy of musical segmentation mechanisms (2001) provides the most
complete backdrop against which equitemporality may be considered. These three segmentation
mechanisms are defined as follows:
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•

Sonic segmentation: “psychoacoustic attributes of individual sound-events” (353).

•

Contextual segmentation: “similarities among groups of sound-events – that is,
similarities that arise only at the group level when groups are compared with
one another” (353).

•

Structural segmentation: “the interpretation, expression, and systematization of partwhole relationships or transformational relationships with respect to a specific
music theory (or theoretic orientation)” (353).

Equitemporal stability spaces are not ‘sonic’ because they do not necessarily deal with
“attributes of individual sound-events” (353). While ‘contextual’ initially seems like a better
candidate because it encompasses “associations between groupings of sound-events that arise at
the group level,” (363) its relevancy to this study declines based on Hanninen’s assertion that one
“must go directly to the music to see how it selects or relates elements within the [contextual]
space” (365). This ascription of agency to a musical work implies a synergistic relationship
between musical events and the “specific non-trivial contextual criteria” in which these events
are most meaningfully understood. Again, while equitemporality may comport with these
norms, it will likely be entirely uncorrelated or detrimentally autocorrelated with them and, even
more problematically, will include events that could only be described as partial group members
by Hanninen’s standards. That is, two segments may contain parts of the same pitch event – a
fuzzy type of distinction that is not present in her implicitly axiomatic treatment of segment (and
therefore set) construction.
An equitemporal divisional scheme is arguably ‘structural’ because it arises from a
“theoretic orientation.” However, the latitude of Hanninen’s definition narrows when she
specifies that such segments must contain “individual groupings in a composition and conceptual
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representations or interpretations of those groupings supported and rendered intelligible by an
abstract conceptual system – a music theory” (355). Equitemporality is brought further into
relief by Hanninen’s model theories such as Schenkerian and neo-Riemannian analysis – both of
which cleave the time domain by using a pitch-based hierarchical divisional scheme. Insofar as
equitemporal segmentation fails to consistently capture the types of distinctions that these
theories do, it cannot fulfill Hanninen’s claim that structural segmentation methods produce
“individual segments in a context that allows us to generalize across particulars within or across
pieces” (380).
What is needed, then, is a modification of Hanninen’s definition of structural
segmentation that admits an equitemporal segmentational scheme while preserving the musically
meaningful measurement goals advanced in the Theoretical Foundations section.
A Descriptive-Statistical Approach to Segmentation and Perception
One claim upon which stability space is founded is that pcs are understood in the context
of those around them. While this is related to Hanninen’s contextual segmentation procedure for
pc sets (called CP in her article), it does not arise from any musical norms that the work portends
and thus may be over or under-inclusive with respect to these norms. Returning to Examples 3
and 4, the two pc sets of cardinality 7 to which one would conventionally ascribe contextual and
structural meaning are the E and B diatonic collection. The Bn algorithm, however, counts pcs
that arise from transitional material – some of which deviate substantially from the diatonic
collection due to their inclusion of both A and A# and/or both E and E#. A similar phenomenon
occurs at a more local level of analysis – the triads and tetrachords that are being prolonged in a
given section are often embellished on the musical surface and thus are not captured by stability
spaces of 3 ! " ! 4 (as an example, consider the myriad of stability spaces with ! = 4 in mm.
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17-21 that only contain one or two members of the V/V and V7/V harmony being prolonged).
What then, can Bn say about these spaces? The answer comes by comparison to another Haydn
work that accesses more fundamental referential collections as defined by Larson (1997).

Example 5
Haydn, HXVI/12, Andante, mm. 1-20 (exposition)
One can see that this example accesses the diatonic referential collections of I and V for a
larger percentage of its duration, with a comparatively smaller transition between the two key
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areas. Because of this, stability spaces with |Π|=7 can cover, on average, a larger T, presumably
leading to a lower ! n at n ! 7 (recall that Bn is a measure of inverse T size, so larger T mean
smaller Bn and smaller ! n ). On a more local level, the piece accesses the triadic referential
connection through arpeggiations of the prolonged harmonies. We see, then, stability spaces of
|Π|=4 with larger T and a lower ! n at n ! 4 . Table 2 compares n to Bn for {n | n !!, 4 " n " 8} ,
showing HXVI/12’s lower ! n for all n. In it, we see an empirical manifestation of how the
inclusion of non-diatonic and non-triadic material in HXVI/13 compares to a more “pure”
utilization of these collections in HXVI/12.
n
! n for HXVI/12, Andante, mm. 1-20 ! n for HXVI/13, Moderato, mm. 1-30
4
.2391930836
.3363636364
5
.1354466859
.1787878788
6
.07780979827
.09393939394
7
.03170028818
.03636363636
8
.01152737752
.01212121212
Table 2
Normalized below-n threshold for {n | n !!, 4 " n " 8} in Haydn, HXVI/12,
Andante, mm. 1-20 and Haydn, HXVI/13, Moderato, mm. 1-30
In the spirit of musicomorphizing the above results (and in preparation for the case
studies to follow), I will briefly outline the way in which a specific quality of the selections from
HXVI/12 and HXVI/13 translate into these numbers. One can see multiple half-measures in
HXVI/12 that have pc-set cardinality less than or equal to five. HXVI/13, by contrast, has a
sequence of five measures (mm. 17-21) in which each half-measure has pc-set cardinality of six.
Thus, on average, one must “zoom in” more along HXVI/13’s time axis before seeing pc sets
with cardinality of five or less. As described in the informal definition, the higher degree of
magnification necessary to see pc sets of lower cardinality in HXVI/13 is what causes the higher
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! n for all n. While this analysis is clearly not exhaustive, it shows the forces at play in
producing divergent numerical results for the ! n of both works.
This comparison between the ! n of HXVI/12 and HXVI/13 illustrates the caveat that
must be applied to Hanninen’s taxonomy in order to situate the below-n threshold as a
segmentation method: a structural segmentation need not yield fruitful lateral comparisons
between features of each segment (nor must it yield segments that have meaning in and of
themselves). Rather, the meaning of the segments need only take on shape in the aggregate. In
this way, structure can be thought of as a descriptive-statistical phenomenon. Such an idea is
not new in the way music is created: Stockhausen and Xenakis (amongst others) use granular
synthesis procedures to create conglomerate textures, thereby subsuming the importance of
individual contributors into a larger entity. This idea is also prevalent in the sciences: for
example, Mandelbrot’s seminal paper on the fractal dimension of coastlines ascribes no
significance to the individual measured segments, but rather acknowledges that they are
approximations and focuses instead on the correlation between measurement error and segment
size to generalize across natural shapes (1967). A similar idea is appropriate in analysis: if one
accepts Larson’s (and, save certain qualifications on inherencies, Lerdahl’s) notion of contextual
stability as the basis of prolongational practices, it seems to be a precondition that music can be
heard in terms of the temporal “weights” of these stable regions and, by extension, the aggregate
of these weights as a work progresses.
Case Studies
This paper does not attempt to provide an exhaustive exploration of the below-n
threshold’s analytic potential, but rather uses said device to analyze two specific historical
moments in which two composers underwent significant changes in their use of pitch. I hope
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that the strength of these results will dually affirm the method’s analytic power and suggest its
potential utility for other scholarship. In the case of Scriabin, the below-n threshold allows one
to describe systematically how his change from an extended diatonic language to one based on
synthetic scales manifested itself at various local levels of musical discourse. With regards to
Schoenberg, a comparison of Bn from various works reveals the way in which his twelve-tone
method was both a break from his “contextual” period pc organization and an extension of his
nascent serial thinking. Related to earlier discussions of stability, both studies catalogue changes
in modified “referential collections,” analyzing the temporal ramifications of both composers’
adoption of new stable sets. Lastly, one benefit of any statistical analytic tool is the generation
of numerical outliers, inviting more detailed analyses into the musical meaning of these unique
results.
The Preludes of Scriabin
The evolution of Scriabin’s pitch use from a diatonic system to a language based on
octatonic scales and the mystic chord is well documented by theorists such as Baker (1980),
Callender (1998), Chang (2006). This study focuses on the middle and late preludes of Scriabin,
analyzing the degree to which this change in pc use is captured by each n of the below-n
threshold.
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Figure 1
Compare ovals laterally to see the n=2 lag between Scriabin’s expanded-tonal (op.
45, 48, 56, and 59) and post-tonal (op. 67 and 74) harmonic language. Note the
outlier of op. 74/5.
Figure 1 shows that, for each n, Scriabin’s late preludes yield higher ! n than his middle-period
ones. Even more strikingly, the data shows that the ! n values of op. 45-59 consistently lag those
of op. 67 and op. 74 by n=2. Had Scriabin simply substituted an octatonic language for a
diatonic one, the analyst would expect a lag of around n=1; that is, stability spaces with a fixed T
for which |Π|=7 in the earlier works would register at |Π|=8 for the later works. The lag of n=2
suggests that, in addition to changing the type of scale on which his music was based, Scriabin
also developed a more adventurous chromatic practice within his new system of scales. While
an exhaustive investigation of this claim is beyond the scope of this paper, analyses of two select
passages support its potential interpretive validity.
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Example 6
Chromaticism coupled with the octatonic scale in Scriabin’s op. 67/1, m. 1 compared
to the extended diatonic language of op. 48/2, mm. 0-1
This analysis also proffers a clear outsider – op. 74/5. From Figure 1, one sees that the ! n curve
of op. 74/5 is a direct extension of the earlier works’ ! n values. The pitch language, however, is
decidedly late-Scriabin. Chang (2006) notes how this prelude retains the harmonic material of
op. 74 while harkening back to the less-semitonal language of the earlier works: “[Op. 74/5]
moves to a simpler, minimal application of the [op. 74] harmonic materials. The semitone figure
appears occasionally, but the extensively interweaving chromatic texture can no longer be found
in this prelude. Conversely, the textural density is greatly attenuated and the harmonic
progressions of the Mystic Chord are relatively transparent and straightforward” (69). I would
qualify Chang’s statement by adding that the mystic chord is often modified by a quartal
extension of a seventh member, making it a seven-set that aligns it with the earlier works’
stability spaces of ! = 7 .
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Example 7
Stability space with |Π|=7 as a quartally extended mystic chord in Scriabin’s op.
74/5, m. 3
Schoenberg’s Free Atonality and Twelve-Tone Method
It has often been remarked that Schoenberg’s twelve-tone technique was a way to
organize certain pitch practices, such as the serialization of hexachordal sets (op. 23/4) and the
use of relative complements (op. 23/3), that mark the end of his “contextual” period. One may
ask, then, the extent to which this manifests itself through stability spaces via the below-n
threshold. Initially, one would suppose that the twelve-tone technique yielded a higher degree of
chromatic “turnover” – meaning the exhaustion of all twelve tones in a span of time – than that
of the previous works. This leads to the claim that Schoenberg’s op. 25 works (all of which were
composed using the twelve-tone technique) diverge from his op. 23 works at n values near 12.
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Figure 2
Natural log of the normalized below-n threshold for Schoenberg’s op. 23
(“contextual”) and op. 25 (twelve-tone). The twelve-tone op. 23/5 is plotted as a
dotted line.
Figure 2 is log-normalized on the ! n axis to more clearly show the works’ bifurcation in
the range of 8 < n < 10 before clumping neatly into two groups by n=12, signaling a faster rate
of chromatic turnover in the op. 25 collection.12

12

As one can see from the Scriabin study, results with higher n have exponentially lower ! n ,

making it difficult to discern the distinctions between low ! n on linear axes. Log-normalization
partially corrects for the results’ inherent alinearity, allowing one to “zoom in” at high n without
compromising the order of the various ! n (order, or what I call “clumping” above, being the
trend on which my comparison between op. 23 and op. 25 is predicated).
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If divergence of ! n occurs somewhere between 8 and 10, one may ask: is there a feature
of Schoenberg’s pitch use that supports this? The most compelling evidence comes from Hyde
(1985), who identifies serial devices yielding pc sets of cardinality 8-10 in three op. 23 works:
•

Op. 23/1: Three pc sets of cardinality 8-10 are recurrent throughout the work either in their
complete form or in subsets.

•

Op. 23/2: Most of the work’s material comes from a pc set with cardinality equal to 9.

•

Op. 23/4: Entirely comprised of four hexachords that create resultant sets of cardinality 8-10.

What is interesting, then, is that Schoenberg’s ! n are undifferentiated in stability spaces of lower
pc cardinality, evidencing a unity of approach between these collections of works despite the
different techniques used to compose them. Looking at the manner by which Schoenberg arrived
at his op. 25 compositional vocabulary (composed almost simultaneously with op. 23), such
unity is not surprising – initial sketches show twelve-tone rows being formed by the combination
and permutation of pc sets with lower cardinality (Hamao 1988).
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Figure 3
Schoenberg’s op. 23/2 (plotted in medium-sized dashes) in op. 11?
Unlike the Scriabin study, this one ostensibly proffers no outliers; the two collections of
works are clearly separated in ! n at and around n=12. However, one sees an interesting outlier
relationship when op. 23/2 is compared to the op. 11 piano works: it seems to belong more to this
collection for all n than op. 23. Is there a feature of this work that aligns it with Schoenberg’s
early atonal style? Hyde notes that, unlike op. 23/1, the foundational pc set of op. 23/2 is not
repeated in its original order until the canon at the end of the work (1985). In place of this
rigidity, we see transformations and repetitions that are akin to his op. 11 practice. As an
example, consider the way in which mm. 10-11 of op 23/2 utilizes the work’s core pc set
{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9}:
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Example 8
Temporally proximal repetitions of 6th and 7th member of pc set {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9} in
Schoenberg’s op. 23/2, mm. 10-11
Each instance of the set is transposed by a perfect fifth instead of an augmented fourth, thereby
avoiding the completion of a twelve-tone row through hexachordal combination. This, in
tandem with temporally proximal repetitions of the 6th and 7th member of the pc set, leads to a
broader temporal basin of stability spaces containing these pcs at all n.
By placing a longer-lasting pc in the bass voice of op. 23/2, Schoenberg is utilizing a
common-practice convention from which all three op. 11 works draw. Perhaps the most well
known example is the recurrent D3-F3 motif that begins op. 11/2. By contrast, the temporally
proximal repetition of pcs in the rest of op. 23 is infrequent and often fails to portend a musically
meaningful link between successive and/or concurrent pitch collections. For example, the Bb in
m. 1 of op. 23/4 is the only pc employed by all three of the measure’s hexachords. Each instance
of Bb serves a different function with respect to its hexachord and the texture in general.

Example 9
Schoenberg’s op. 25/4, m. 1. Note the three different uses of Bb identified by *.
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In summary, while op. 23/2 clearly belongs to Schoenberg’s 1920s technique with its
serial pitch use, the data suggests an op. 11-like temporal distribution of pc sets that is verified
by a traditional set-theoretic analysis.
Concluding Remarks
This paper advances the concept of stability space, a “container” of time and pitch
classes, as a tool for music analysis. Because any musical moment necessarily belongs to an
infinite amount of stability spaces, most of which portend no traditional analytic value, one must
develop a means for discriminating between or describing en masse the temporal and pc contents
of these stability spaces. The below-n threshold concerns itself with the latter, ascertaining the
average temporal measurements of stability spaces containing pc sets with fixed cardinality n.
By applying this algorithm to music by Scriabin and Schoenberg, this paper seeks to provide a
convincing empirical description of the composers’ styles, support trends in the data with
previous scholarship, and identify interesting outlier relationships. Even more importantly, it
engages a discourse traditionally confined to questions of type by infusing distinctions of degree
through quantitative measurements. Bearing in mind that any computational analysis is only
valid insofar as it is predicated on a tenable comparison within or between musical styles, both
stability space and the specific way in which I am considering it through the below-n threshold
have a wealth of potential by virtue of their definitional simplicity. One such avenue of inquiry
would be measuring rates of change in ! n over various sections of a work,13 allowing the
meaningful analysis of works in which pc use changes drastically between equitemporal

13

At the limit, this would be the derivative of the function f(m) that I am integrating in the

Formal Definition section
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segments. With these methods (and, more generally, any well-defined empirical interpretive
approach), the analyst is not limited by what one can readily perceive from the musical surface
but instead is enabled to do what he or she does best – qualify diversities and similitudes along
musically meaningful metrics.
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